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STATE OF NEW MEXICO-
11' 

GOVElli~OR'S ORGANIZED CRIME PREVENTION COMMISSION 
STATEWIDE; OBGAN,I.ZED CRH-1E INTELLIGENCE UNI,] 

DISCRETIONARY GRANT NO. 73-DP:C)'(S":6oTi 

Ph~N FOR INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION, FILING AND DISSEMINATION 

This memorandum, \'lhich is submitted in compliance with the special 

conditions applicable to this grant, will provide supplemental detailed 

information regarding the plan for intelligence collection, filing 

and dissemination of the Organized Crime Intelligence Unit. This plan 

covers the methodology presently employed and briefly discusses some 

planned additions and refinements necessary as the Intelligence Unit 

develops and the amount of data increases. The system will be discussed 

by three major topic areas, namely, collection, filing and dissemination. 

COLLECTION 

It is believed that the corner-stone of the entire intelligence 

system is the collection, evaluation and input of data. The intelligence 

function is directly dependent on the quantity and quality of the information 

collected. Accordingly, major emphasis,is being placed on the collection 

process. The collection procedures utilized are as follows: 

1. Civilian criminal investigators have been hired and an 

agent from the New Mexico State Police has been permanently detailed 

and detectives from the Albuquerque Police Department and ,the Bernalillo 

County Sher:~ff' s OffIce have been detailed on an as-needed basis for 

varying periods of time. The major functions of these investigative. 

personnel are: a). To establish liaison and coord:i.nation with certain 
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assigned city, county, state and federal law enforcement agencies 

to collect and encourage the self-initiated input of intelligence 

data; b). To be responsible for and knowledgeable of activities 

and conditions in a specified geographical quadrant of the state; 

c). To develope expertise and knowledge of a specified type of 

criminal activity, such as drugs and white collar crime, and to 

become familiar with all of t~e major individuals and organizations 

in that particular criminal specialty; d). To conduct in-depth 

investigations of assigned individual and/or organization targets. 

2. All investigative personnel also gather intelligence data 

by the following means: a). Development of overt and covert sources 

of information; b). Investigations, independently or in cooperation 

with other agencies, which utilize such,;t~chniqu~s as undercover 

operations, surveillance, interviews and interrogations and the 

use of informers; c). Public sources such as newspapers, periodicals, 

books, land records, trial records, legislative hearings,· university 

research, county clerk records, etc.; d) • Other sources such as 

financial records (chattel mortgages, mortgages, liens), bonding 

companies, banks, insurance companies, telephone company and other 

such organizations; e}. Piles and records of regulatory agencies; 

f). Liaison and coordination contacts with other law enforcement 

agencies. 

3. The development of an Organized Crime Intelligence Committee 

consisting of 15 Sheriffs and Chiefs of Police who are representative 

of the various geographical areas and size of departments throughout 

New Mexico. The Ne\'1 Mexico head of one Federal agency also serves on 
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this Committee. The Federal part" , ~c~pat~on will be rotated among 

the various Federal agencies t " o max~m~ze their input. This 

Committee serves as a discussion.group and 
sounding board for the 

exchange of information and the resolution 
of la,,/, enforcement prob-

lems and as a vehicle to increase coordination and cooperation. 

The members Of. the Committee also serve as points of contact for 

and representatives of the Organized Cr~me 
~ Intelligence Unit in 

their geographic areas. 

4. Liaison and coordinat~on h ... as been established with drug 

abuse research and treatment groups, Indian jewelery dealer 

associations, law enforcement agencies of other states, Chamber 

of Commerce and other business organizations, civic and service 

organizations and the press and public. 

5. Compilation and distribution cf"a directory of the 

individual point of contact in each law enforcement agency for 

the exchange of drug information. Such a directory is also planned 

for general. organized crime intelligence. 

6. A narcotic arrest and/or intelligence form has been 

developed and is in use at the present time. This form requires 

detailed arres·t and intelligence data on drug defendants or suspects 

and is submitted by the local ~epartments to the Organized Crime 

Intelligence Unit for collation, filing and analysis. Other 

questionnai:i:es and forms will be utilized as required in special 

situations. 

7. Special stUdies of major areas of concern such as a recently 

completed study of the horseracing industry in New Mexico and a study 

of the inciden.oe of drug abuse and the type of drug enforcement in 
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in a major New Nexico city. 

8. Utilization of a pool of contract employees with specialized 

areas of investigative skills such as accounting, drug enforcement, 

statistics, electronics, research analysis, etc. 

The combined input activi·ties of all the participating agencies, 

the members of the Organized Crime Intelligence Committee, outside 

organizations, the public and the investigative personnel of the Intelligence 

Unit should insure comprehensive and thorough collection of intelligence data. 

FILING 

The filing system is intended to provide for the quick retrieval 

of data or information relating to an individual subject, a criminal 

organization, a type of criminal activity, a geographical area and, at 

a later date, of phone numbers, auto licenses, hangouts and perhaps other 

I·'" . subjects. 

The present system consists of a main index of 3x5 cards which 

lists the individual's name, aliases and organization if known. It is 

planned to add to each card for each major suspected criminal, additional 

identifying data such as date of birth, address, fingerprint classification, 

F.B.I. number, major criminal activity or speciality and perhaps other 

identifying data. On each index card are listed, in order of receipt, 

all file references to the subject by file number and serial· number 

within that file. Index cards are also prepared by subject, such as 

drug treat~ent, regulatory agencies, etc., by Criminal activity, such 

as corruption, drug trafficing, etC. and by the names of legitimate 

organizations and individuals with \'lhom the Intelligence Unit has had 

contact or correspondence. All of the later index cards are also 

~. r 

The files are divided into two major categories, administrative 

and operational. The administrative files begin with the number one, ie, 

Office Supplies is File 1-101. All administrative matters such as 

accounting, budget, personnel, etc. and all correspondence and. other 

nature ~s ma~nta~ned in the "1" files. material of a non-intelligence ~ ~ ~ 

,The intelligence files are maintained by separate calssification 

numbers for each type of crime. For example, labor racketeering is 

n~er 2, gambling is number 3, narcotic and, drugs is number 4 and 

so on. Within the files for each criminal activity, the first file 

which is numbered 100 is the general file for that activity, e.g., 

. d d al f 41e Every other file 4-100 would be the narcot~c an rugs gener ~. 

also numbered and would be the file for in each ciminal category is 

an individual, a criminal organization or a particular activity or 

study within that criminal speciality. Examples are 4-101 is Air 

Traffic in Drugs, 4-151 is a Drug Abuse Incidence Study, etc. 

or report which goes into a file will Each communication, memo" 

be serialized in sequence. As an illustration, the first item which 

is filed in Air Traffic in Drugs is referred to as "4-101-1". This 

~s noted on the index card at the time of indexing and l?erial number ..... 

filing. 

provision is made for exhibits relating to a particular file. These 

, a Sub-f41e which immediately follows the main exhibits are maintained ~n ~ 

'4 101 1 (Sub A)". file and is entitled '- -

, f'l by criminal activity, there are In addition to the ma~n ~ es 

into which xerox copies of memoranda, 
maintained geographic files by County 

referenced to the files. -5-
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reports and other documents ,,'hich contain references to that area are 

placed. In this connection, it should be noted that xerox copies of 

documents are often filed in more than One file to aid in the analysis 

process. 

Special files are also maintained relating to extremely sensitive 

matters, cor~uption" major drug traffickers, major fences for stolen 

property and preparation for public hearings and for the annual report 

to the Governor and the Legislature. 

For each major' criminal suspect, there is maintained a profile sheet 

,.,hich reflects the subjects name, aliases, address, description, date 

of birth, S.S. number, L.E.I.U. number, F.B.I. number, driver's license 

number, known or suspected criminal activity, associates, business 

connections, hangouts, vehicles, photographs and other !?ertinent dat,a. 

These profile sheets are cross indexed and maintained alphabetically 

for immediate reference. 

DISSEMINATION 

compilation of intelligence data, its collation, filing and analysis 

serves no purpose unless the information is disseminated to the organization 

or individual who is the potential user. These users can be police 

agencies, prosecutors, the law enforcement planners, the Governor or 

the Legislature. However this dissemination involves more than the mere 

preparation and distribution of reports. It involves the evaluation of 

the data, decisions as to the vailidity of the data, development of 

working hypotheses, re-evaluation of the hypotheses in light of additional 

data, establishing conclusions, preparing the reports, deciding who should 
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be the recipients and the actual distribution with certain controls on 

the information. 

Huch of the dissemina·tion to be made by the Organized Crime Intelligence 

Unit is mandated by the statute which created this Commission (NMSA Sections 

39-9-1 through 39-9-11). The statute requires: that this Commission make 

to the Governor and the Legislature an annual report which assesses and 

evaluates the activities of organized crime, deve10pes a comprehensive 

plan for its control and recommend programs to combat organized crime; keep 

the public informed as to the operation of organized crime and the problems 

of criminal law enforcement as they relate thereto; and cooperate with and 

exchange information "7ith law enforcement agencies of New Hexico, the 

Federal government and other states. 

Accordingly, many of the major assessment reports and special criminal 

activity and conditions reports are required by law and the Intelligence 

unit has and will meet thos~ responsibilities. In addition, there is a 

d d ' . t' with the various day-to-day intelligence exchange an ~ssem~na ~on 

law enfor-cement agencies with problems of mutual interest. Special 

situation reports are also prepared for various officials and agencies 

. A Statew~de Intell~gence bulletin is also in the on an as-needed bas~s. • • 

formative stage and should be distributed shortly. Of course, information 

of great urgency is ~ommunicated immediately telephonically. 

All dissemination is subject to the following controls: 

1. 
No dissemination is made ,,,ithout the approval of the Executive 

Director or Assistant Director. 

2. No dissemination except to agencies authorized hy statute. 

3. 
No dissemination without sanitizing the files to avoid compromising 

sources. 
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4. No dissemination of other agency information without that 

agency's approval. 

5. Information disseminated contains evaluation as to validity 

and reliability. " 

6 •. Information is restricted to law enforcement agencies for 

law enforcement purposes only or to legislative or executive agencies 

permitted by statute. 

7. Annual report and other public reports contain analyses without 

identification of individuals unless names are in public documents [ 
~' 

or sources. 
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